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Puncheons to be connected to
ledger using double couplers. The
adjacent puncheons must be
touching as indicated.

For tie tubes and link tube
requirements see Detail 2
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Scaffold to be tied into existing structure every other lift by
every other bay using suitable anchorage for the building
structure. If mechanical 5% of the total number of ties or a
minimum of 3 (whichever is greater) must be tested to a
value of 1.25 FOS = 4.75kN as a proof test load.

Ledger brace for full height at
positions indicated connected
to uprights using swivel
couplers or on double to
ledger.
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Transoms to be spaced as indicated.
Dimension indicated in red are critical

960

290 - 320mm spacings
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Transoms Layout Detail
scale 1:25
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3840

Loading bay gates secured to
scaffold as per manufacturers
details in order to enable safe
loading and unloading of palletised
bricks and blocks by forklift and site
personnel.

Facade brace connected at positions
indicated on plan and section using
load bearing swivel couplers to
uprights.
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Detail 1

960

6.1kN supplementary
coupler

3840
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Uprights to be founded on 225 x 38mm pads
or continuous scaffold boards. The ground
should be adequately prepared to adequately
sustain the legloads indicated.

Puncheons connected to ledger using load bearing
double couplers. The puncheons must be touching as
indicated in Detail 1. Supplementary couplers
indicated ( ) to be secured using the number
indicated and at positions indicated.

Plan brace at each lift secured
between uprights using load bearing
swivel couplers.
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Plan Layout (Shared Upright
Loading Tower)

960

Shared upright loading tower may be used for:
(a) 1No. 1.6m lift plus 4No. 1.500m lifts
(b) Additional uprights must be used if greater than this

scale 1:50

Elevation A - A

scale 1:50

1500

Plan Layout (Separate Upright
Loading Tower)

scale 1:50

Double couplers

As indicated or continuous tube

b. A load bearing tube connected through both legs of
loading bay and through both legs of independent. A
separate tube is then installed to tie in the access scaffold.

a. A continuous scaffold tube tied into wall linking all four
standards or;

Loading bay to be tied to independent by either:

Ledgers to be connected on insides
of loading bay uprights in order to
reduce transom span
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300

Separate upright loading tower to be a
maximum of Seven (7) levels with one
level loaded only

Detail 2

Maximum distance of tie tube from node

300

Maximum design load of boarded deck = 10kN/m².
This should not be exceeded and must be managed
by principal contractor.

3055

Section B - B (Separate Upright
Loading Tower)
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300
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Access scaffold to be constructed
fully in accordance with NASC
TG20:08 or specific design if outside
the realms of current guidance notes.
This is not covered as part of the
loading bay design and is shown
indicatively.

Ledgers to be connected on
insides of loading bay uprights
in order to reduce transom
span

Plan brace at each lift secured
between uprights using load bearing
swivel couplers.
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Section B - B (Shared Upright
Loading Tower)
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